


The CyberChain™ Suite

Jaguar Freight’s CyberChain suite 
includes four powerful modules that 
do more than tell you where your  
products are and when they’ll arrive. 
They provide deep visibility and actionable 
intelligence. CyberChain enables you  
to make the process and performance  
improvements that lead to cost savings 
and competitive advantage.  
The CyberChain modules—our renowned 
CyberTrax™  TMS, plus the ASN Portal™, 
Flashlight™ and POEM — can be implemented 
in combination or individually to accommodate 
your objectives, budget, and scale of business. 
And because we designed and built them 
in-house, we can customize the modules 
to fit the way you do business.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
+  Empower data-driven score carding.
+  Improve capital allocation.
+  Enable faster time-to-market.
+  Reduce inventory costs.
+  Decrease other fixed costs.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
+  Engage our software developers
   to customize your deployment.
+  Enjoy the peace of mind provided
   by 128-bit SSL encryption.  
+  Ensure near-universal systems compatibility.
+  Download reports and data in multiple formats.



The CyberChain™ Suite

From a strategic perspective, CyberChain 
can help address a number of challenges  
in your organization, including:

+  Warehouse Management

+  Network Integration 

+  Load and Route Optimization 

+  Planning and Execution 

+  Dock Appointment

+  Yard Management

+  Freight Audit and Payment

+  Fleet Operations

+  Driver and Vehicle Performance 
   and Regulatory Compliance 

+  Rate Management

+  Customs and Regulatory Compliance

+  Electronic Data and Document Exchange     
   and Collaboration Solutions 

+  E-Commerce/Order Fulfillment Solutions

+  Mobile Solutions (Domestic)

+  Supply Chain Optimization

+  GPS/Security Tracking Solutions 
   (Domestic/International)



CyberTrax™ Transportation Management System (TMS)

Get a straightforward, confidential and secure route to real-time information.
CyberTrax is the Transportation Management System (TMS) at the core of Jaguar’s 
logistics offering. CyberTrax TMS provides deep, real-time data about your supply chain,  
right down to the SKU level. It’s precisely the kind of real-world, real-time commercial 
data that can trigger key communications through the system and inform internal 
adjustment actions. CyberTrax TMS is transparent and available 24/7,  so you can 
access it at any time for the latest transportation information possible. 

BUSINESS BENEFITS
+  Run reports to see “at a glance” information that supports tactical decisions such as 
   all shipments from suppliers over time, and all shipments by mode, origin destination 
   and time intervals.

+  Get real-time shipping information at any time, from any Web browser.

+   Access all your data, whenever you need it.

+  Access archived shipping information as easily as current data.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
+  Ensure near-universal systems compatibility with a password-protected, web-based system.

+  Engage Jaguar Freight software developers to customize your deployment.

+  Enjoy the peace of mind provided by 128-bit SSL encryption.  

+  Download reports and data in multiple formats.

+  Provides access to all of your data so you can use it however you need it.



ASN Portal™ Module

Automate your inbound supply chain 
management for greater efficiency.
Innovative and intuitive, the ASN Portal 
deploys quickly across your supplier base  
and eliminates the many costly pitfalls  
of manual systems: redundant data entry, 
misrouted shipments, missed aggregation 
 and consolidation opportunities, inefficient 
inventory management, and information  
gaps. The ASN Portal gives your planning 
and purchasing teams immediate visibility 
into what orders and quantities are available 
for transportation from your suppliers.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
+  Consolidate, automate, and rationalize your 
   global ASN processes.

+  Align suppliers, carriers, and all your internal 
   and external supply chain stakeholders.

+  Improve performance, drive savings,  
   and increase value.

+  Provide cross-functional visibility and reporting.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
+  Streamline the audit and validation of ASN  
   data prior to transportation.

+  Reduce ASN-related communications
   by more than 80 percent.

+  Enable dramatic improvement in key  
   supply chain processes.

+  Standardize data format and collection, 
   and improve consistency and accuracy.



Flashlight™  Module

Gain insight into your business intelligence 
(BI) and key performance indicators (KPI). 
The Flashlight module presents actionable 
intelligence via dynamic and interactive 
dashboards with graphical data that allow you 
to quickly and easily monitor KPI; historical 
and trending analysis, as well as supplier and 
carrier performance. Such strategic BI can help 
transform your supply chain operations from 
a cost center to a revenue generator, enabling 
you to increase your margin by decreasing  
your transactional costs.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
+  Transform data into actionable intelligence.
+  Discover opportunities for cost savings and 
   performance improvements.
+  Gain granular visibility into key cost and 
   performance indicators.
+  Scorecard your internal and external  
   supply chain stakeholders.
+  Define and plan logistics requirements  
   with greater precision. 
+  Understand and monitor unit costs, lead times, 
   lane and equipment optimization,  
   on-time performance and more.

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
+  Provides tolerances and related exception
   reporting, such as high/low alarms. 
+  Enable on-screen filtering and drill-down  
   for transactional analysis.
+  Encourage a culture of continuous  
   process improvement.
+  Define and calibrate reporting on demand.



POEM Module

Generate more revenue and value 
from your inbound supply chain. 
Our POEM (Purchase Order Event 
Management) module will eliminate manual 
and redundant processes, enhance visibility 
of current practices and costs, scorecard key 
metrics, and help you  coordinate more closely 
with your suppliers—all without the hassle 
of inefficient email communications. This 
collaborative platform will provide granular 
visibility into critical milestones and processes, 
helping you gain better control of your supply 
chain by converging planning and execution 
across all internal and external parties.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
+  Automate supply chain event 
   and exception management.
+  Improve capital allocation
   and inventory management.
+  Enable access to critical business intelligence.
+  Increase reliability, consistency,
   and accuracy of purchase order data.
+  Scorecard suppliers, optimize your  
   order-to-cash cycles

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
+  Move communications from individual email 
   accounts to a centralized, transaction-based, 
   online platform.
+  Deploy friendly interfaces for easy implementation   
   and user onboarding.
+  Standardize, streamline and automate manual 
   and redundant processes.

+  Automate event and exception management.



Implementing the CyberChain Suite at Your Organization

Jaguar can help you find ways to optimize your supply chain logistics, more conveniently,  
with fewer soft costs and disruptions. Our proprietary TMS tools will push real-time, SKU-level 
transparency out to your front-line colleagues. They’ll receive reports with actionable information, 
which will free you to focus on priority tasks.

“Where?”, “How much?”, “When?”, and “How can I save”? CyberChain knows. 

CyberChain offers best-in-class IT solutions with lean and flexible integration schemes to help you 
improve your processes and performance for better cost-effectiveness and a competitive advantage.

To learn more about our software solutions or to arrange demonstration,  
please email us at cyberchain@jaguarfreight.com.

You can also visit our website at www.jaguarfreight.com or contact us at  
one of the following locations:

NEW YORK (HEADQUARTERS)
10 Fifth St. 3rd Floor
Valley Stream, NY 11581 
Phone: (516) 239-1900
Fax: (516) 239-6300

LONDON
The Perfume Factory Suite G:21
140 Wales Farm Rd.
North Acton, London W3 6UG
Phone: 44 (0) 208-964-2621
Fax: 44 (0) 208-752-8599

HONG KONG
Metro Loft, 13/F., Rm 1304
38 Kwai Hei St.
Kwai Chung
N.T.
Phone: 852) 2409-9950
Fax: (852) 2614-7878




